bass and chord tones played in the middle register. With arpeggios, however, we fill in
the space between the bass note and those upper chord notes. In Chord Play TM 2, we
explored various bass “foundations” that do this. To review:

piece. Wouldn’t it be nice now and then to hear an unexpected harmony before the
final chord?

Secondary dominantS
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Play™ 4 explores a variety of chromatic connecting chords.
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To hear the difference this chord makes, first play this ending of At the River in the key of G. Here,
the C chord (IV) in measure 1 is followed by an inverted secondary dominant to create a strong,
chromatic bass line.
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When the bass tones are played in a higher register, a 1 –5 – 7 foundation also sounds resonant, as
shown in the first measure below. When playing inversions of 9th chords, I suggest starting with the
three notes of the triad played in Chopin voicing, as shown in the second and third measures below.
The same three foundations work for 9th chords.
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Surprise Endings
The ideas presented in Exploration 17 suggest all sorts of possibilities for endings.
For example, we often hear a IV—V—I progression or a ii—V—I at the end of a
piece. Wouldn’t it be nice now and then to hear an unexpected harmony before the
final chord?
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By substituting minor triads or minor 7th chords for the usual major triads, I was able to find a place
in this arrangement for all five secondary dominant chords shown on the previous page: E7, F 7,
G7, A7, and B7. A secondary dominant can resolve to a minor triad (measure 12), a minor 7th chord
(measure 2), a major 7th chord (measure 3), and even another dominant 7th chord (measure 14).

a mazing gracE
Here’s how that same chord progression might accompany the last phrase of Amazing Grace.

woNdrous love
Here’s an arrangement that features minor 9th chords played as arpeggios. You can create a longer
introduction, or an ending, by repeating the first two measures many times and improvising melodies
ThirTeenTh
elevenTh
Chords
in the
key of D and
Dorian
(all white
keys).
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G13) create a dissonance when played right next to each other. Playing the root and seventh with
hirTeenTh and elevenTh Chords
the leftThand
and the thirteenth with the right hand is a good way to keep them apart. Here are
severalrways
o ATito voice a G13 chord. Some of these voicings include 9ths, others don’t. With 13th
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chords, that’s always your choice.
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Chord Play™5

E

Instead of playing just a single chord before the final I chord, why not play two chords? Or three?

This is the ending of Amazing Grace in the key of F. Consider transposing this example to other keys
to learn other diminished 7th chords and gain a sense of how they move. Just ten more keys to go!

Here’s how the Birthday Song might now be played in this style.

13th BirthdaY
Here’s how the Birthday Song might now be played in this style.

5

Here’s another way to think about making minor 9th chords. Play a minor triad in Basic
Accompaniment Position, but instead of playing the root with your right hand, play the key on
either side that is a whole step away. In other words, “split” the root. By doing this, you are now
playing the seventh of the chord (a whole step below the root) and the ninth of the chord (a whole
step above the root) instead of the root.

In Exploration 19, minor 11th chords are voiced using fourths
rather than thirds.
ThirTeenTh and elevenTh Chords
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Chromatic Bass lines
As we have seen and heard, the half-diminished 7th chord often appears as a ii7 chord
in a minor key. But it also frequently plays an important role in chord progressions that
descend chromatically in the bass. In this Exploration, we explore a number of these
striking progressions.

This chord usually sounds best when the right hand is played around middle C in root position (like
Gm, above) or first inversion (like Dm).

scarBorough Fair
Here’s an arrangement made mostly with the two chords shown above.

sheNaNdoah
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The left Hand plays the root and Seventh

“Splitting the root”

new chordS
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Two-Hand Voicings of 13th Chords

13th BirthdaY

E

In Exploration 11 we learn how to create chromatic bass lines using
various chords. In this example, half-diminished 7th chords are
used to make an arrangement of Scarborough Fair.
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Dominant 13th chords can be difficult to voice because the 13th and 7th (E and F in
G13) create a dissonance when played right next to each other. Playing the root and seventh with
the left hand and the thirteenth with the right hand is a good way to keep them apart. Here are
several ways to voice a G13 chord. Some of these voicings include 9ths, others don’t. With 13th
chords, that’s always your choice.
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This book then explores diminished triads, two kinds of diminished
7th chords, and augmented triads. Here, diminished 7th chords
play a role similar to the role played by secondary dominants
above.

You could also add unexpected chords as you lead up to the final chord. The first example is rather
What other
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beexample
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of Asurprises.
maj7 in the example above? Here are some of my
common,
whereas
the
second
adds some
favorites. The melody note C is the fifth of the first two chords, the seventh of the next two, and the
ninth of the final three. These 9th chords are explored at the beginning of Chord Play™ 5.
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When we play a diminished triad instead of the A7 in the first example below, we hardly notice a
difference. However, when we play a diminished 7th chord, as in the second example, we now have
two notes that are not in the key (A and C ). These notes slide chromatically up to B and D in the
next measure. We can see and hear that the diminished 7th chord allows us to create more chromatic
movement than either the secondary dominant or the diminished triad.

Arpeggios

In Exploration 5, we discover various ways to create arpeggios with
three kinds of 9th chords.

The final pages of the book explore various techniques such as ways
to create surprise endings.
N
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hordS

What other chords might be played instead of A maj7 in the example above? Here are some of my
favorites. The melody note C is the fifth of the first two chords, the seventh of the next two, and the
ninth of the final three. These 9th chords are explored at the beginning of Chord Play™ 5.
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jump
because, in both cases, we move between a note in the
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chords.
bass and chord tones played in the middle register. With arpeggios, however, we fill in
the space between the bass note and those upper chord notes. In Chord Play TM 2, we
explored various bass “foundations” that do this. To review:
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Voicing with Fourths
We usually think of chords in terms of thirds. With 11th and 13th chords, we have
so many chord tones that we are able to voice these chords in fourths. These two
examples show two ways of adding an 11th to a m7 chord (in this case, G to a Dm7)
to create voicings made with fourths.

sheNaNdoah
Here’s how this tune might be arranged in this style.
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prettY little horses (à la Miles Davis)

This arrangement features 11th chords voiced in fourths. It sounds a lot like So What, the famous
piece by Miles Davis. The chords below are called minor 11th chords when they have a (minor) third.
Those that have no third are called dominant 11th chords.
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The author would like to thank Thomas Green for his
many helpful suggestions on this series.

Scarborough fiESta #1
In measure 3 of this arrangement of Scarborough Fair, you can hear the half-diminished 7th chord
connecting Cmaj7/G and Fmaj7. Complete this arrangement, playing the chords in a similar style.

Introducing

NiNth Chords
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Play™

Here is an ending for Danny Boy. The final melody note (C) is harmonized with A maj7 before
moving to the inevitable C chord.

u
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Create artistic arrangements of your favorite songs and themes
Read “fake books” and know how to style all the chords
Improvise new melodies over your arrangements
Create accompaniments for singers or for your own voice
Know folk melodies, hymns, and classical themes that comprise
part of our musical heritage
Develop a repertoire to play at various events
Be able to play by ear and have a good aural memory
Memorize any piece more securely and reduce
performance anxiety
Learn music theory in a practical and musical way
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the new Chord Play™ series by Forrest Kinney, author of the
acclaimed Pattern Play® books on improvisation. Chord Play™
offers an exploratory and intuitive approach to the art of
making spontaneous arrangements at the piano. This series is
designed to complement both traditional piano lessons and
the Pattern Play® series.
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Chord Play™1

The art of arranging begins with a familiar tune or theme. The
student first learns some popular tunes (either by reading or by
ear), then adds simple triads to the tunes, being guided by the
chord symbols on a lead sheet. In this example, the first few chords
are provided for the student.

The student progresses by playing sample arrangements and
adding the missing chords in the same style as the sample
provided.

By the final pages of the book, the student has learned that, by
combining arranging techniques, a simple tune can become
something special. Here, Jump Bass, Chord Substitution, and Added
Seconds make Auld Lang Syne into a New Year’s Eve lament.
Throughout the book, the student is encouraged to improvise new
melodies above the accompaniment.

In Exploration 5, the student learns to play inverted triads with the
Chopin Voicing introduced in Chord Play™ 1. This eventually leads
into an exploration of arpeggios in Exploration 8.

Exploration 12 takes the ideas in the previous Explorations into a
different style: ragtime.

In Exploration 11, the student learns to invert 7th chords and
omit the fifth of the chord to create chord “fragments.”

Exploration 16 explores right-hand inversions in gospel style.

Exploration 13 focuses on Jump Bass styles. This leads into
an exploration of arpeggios in Exploration 14.

Chord Play™ 1 then explores the three main techniques used
by arrangers: styling, substituting, and coloring. The student first
learns to play triads in a variety of styles: ragtime, boogie, jump
bass, and in the style of Mozart and Chopin.

The second main arranging technique is “substituting.” On this
page, the student learns how to substitute minor chords for the
usual major chords to create an amusing arrangement.

Chord Play™2

Exploration 9 introduces way to play triads and inversions
with the right hand in the middle of the piano to provide
accompaniments for singers.

This book explores inversions of triads and styles that can be
created with them. In the first Exploration, the student learns that
inversions can be used to create bass lines that move stepwise.

Chord Play™3
After exploring ways to make full sounds by playing chords with both
hands simultaneously, this book dives into 7th chords. On this page, the
student plays Greensleeves with triads, then with 7th chords to hear the
difference a seventh makes.

The student then learns ways to play 7th chords with the
right hand. Here, the left hand plays a walking bass.

The third main arranging technique is “coloring” — adding
additional tones to chords. Here, the student adds seconds
to minor chords to make them sound more “minory” and to
major chords to make them sound more “majory.”
In Exploration 11, the student explores ways to play both
melodies and broken chords with the right hand.
Here, 7th chords are played with both hands. The left hand
plays the root and seventh of the chord.
In Exploration 4, the student explores ways to combine
inversions with the technique of chord substitution.

Chord Play™1

The art of arranging begins with a familiar tune or theme. The
student first learns some popular tunes (either by reading or by
ear), then adds simple triads to the tunes, being guided by the
chord symbols on a lead sheet. In this example, the first few chords
are provided for the student.

The student progresses by playing sample arrangements and
adding the missing chords in the same style as the sample
provided.

By the final pages of the book, the student has learned that, by
combining arranging techniques, a simple tune can become
something special. Here, Jump Bass, Chord Substitution, and Added
Seconds make Auld Lang Syne into a New Year’s Eve lament.
Throughout the book, the student is encouraged to improvise new
melodies above the accompaniment.

In Exploration 5, the student learns to play inverted triads with the
Chopin Voicing introduced in Chord Play™ 1. This eventually leads
into an exploration of arpeggios in Exploration 8.

Exploration 12 takes the ideas in the previous Explorations into a
different style: ragtime.

In Exploration 11, the student learns to invert 7th chords and
omit the fifth of the chord to create chord “fragments.”

Exploration 16 explores right-hand inversions in gospel style.

Exploration 13 focuses on Jump Bass styles. This leads into
an exploration of arpeggios in Exploration 14.

Chord Play™ 1 then explores the three main techniques used
by arrangers: styling, substituting, and coloring. The student first
learns to play triads in a variety of styles: ragtime, boogie, jump
bass, and in the style of Mozart and Chopin.

The second main arranging technique is “substituting.” On this
page, the student learns how to substitute minor chords for the
usual major chords to create an amusing arrangement.

Chord Play™2

Exploration 9 introduces way to play triads and inversions
with the right hand in the middle of the piano to provide
accompaniments for singers.

This book explores inversions of triads and styles that can be
created with them. In the first Exploration, the student learns that
inversions can be used to create bass lines that move stepwise.

Chord Play™3
After exploring ways to make full sounds by playing chords with both
hands simultaneously, this book dives into 7th chords. On this page, the
student plays Greensleeves with triads, then with 7th chords to hear the
difference a seventh makes.

The student then learns ways to play 7th chords with the
right hand. Here, the left hand plays a walking bass.

The third main arranging technique is “coloring” — adding
additional tones to chords. Here, the student adds seconds
to minor chords to make them sound more “minory” and to
major chords to make them sound more “majory.”
In Exploration 11, the student explores ways to play both
melodies and broken chords with the right hand.
Here, 7th chords are played with both hands. The left hand
plays the root and seventh of the chord.
In Exploration 4, the student explores ways to combine
inversions with the technique of chord substitution.

Chord Play™1

The art of arranging begins with a familiar tune or theme. The
student first learns some popular tunes (either by reading or by
ear), then adds simple triads to the tunes, being guided by the
chord symbols on a lead sheet. In this example, the first few chords
are provided for the student.

The student progresses by playing sample arrangements and
adding the missing chords in the same style as the sample
provided.

By the final pages of the book, the student has learned that, by
combining arranging techniques, a simple tune can become
something special. Here, Jump Bass, Chord Substitution, and Added
Seconds make Auld Lang Syne into a New Year’s Eve lament.
Throughout the book, the student is encouraged to improvise new
melodies above the accompaniment.

In Exploration 5, the student learns to play inverted triads with the
Chopin Voicing introduced in Chord Play™ 1. This eventually leads
into an exploration of arpeggios in Exploration 8.

Exploration 12 takes the ideas in the previous Explorations into a
different style: ragtime.

In Exploration 11, the student learns to invert 7th chords and
omit the fifth of the chord to create chord “fragments.”

Exploration 16 explores right-hand inversions in gospel style.

Exploration 13 focuses on Jump Bass styles. This leads into
an exploration of arpeggios in Exploration 14.

Chord Play™ 1 then explores the three main techniques used
by arrangers: styling, substituting, and coloring. The student first
learns to play triads in a variety of styles: ragtime, boogie, jump
bass, and in the style of Mozart and Chopin.

The second main arranging technique is “substituting.” On this
page, the student learns how to substitute minor chords for the
usual major chords to create an amusing arrangement.

Chord Play™2

Exploration 9 introduces way to play triads and inversions
with the right hand in the middle of the piano to provide
accompaniments for singers.

This book explores inversions of triads and styles that can be
created with them. In the first Exploration, the student learns that
inversions can be used to create bass lines that move stepwise.

Chord Play™3
After exploring ways to make full sounds by playing chords with both
hands simultaneously, this book dives into 7th chords. On this page, the
student plays Greensleeves with triads, then with 7th chords to hear the
difference a seventh makes.

The student then learns ways to play 7th chords with the
right hand. Here, the left hand plays a walking bass.

The third main arranging technique is “coloring” — adding
additional tones to chords. Here, the student adds seconds
to minor chords to make them sound more “minory” and to
major chords to make them sound more “majory.”
In Exploration 11, the student explores ways to play both
melodies and broken chords with the right hand.
Here, 7th chords are played with both hands. The left hand
plays the root and seventh of the chord.
In Exploration 4, the student explores ways to combine
inversions with the technique of chord substitution.

bass and chord tones played in the middle register. With arpeggios, however, we fill in
the space between the bass note and those upper chord notes. In Chord Play TM 2, we
explored various bass “foundations” that do this. To review:

piece. Wouldn’t it be nice now and then to hear an unexpected harmony before the
final chord?
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To hear the difference this chord makes, first play this ending of At the River in the key of G. Here,
the C chord (IV) in measure 1 is followed by an inverted secondary dominant to create a strong,
chromatic bass line.
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When the bass tones are played in a higher register, a 1 –5 – 7 foundation also sounds resonant, as
shown in the first measure below. When playing inversions of 9th chords, I suggest starting with the
three notes of the triad played in Chopin voicing, as shown in the second and third measures below.
The same three foundations work for 9th chords.
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Surprise Endings
The ideas presented in Exploration 17 suggest all sorts of possibilities for endings.
For example, we often hear a IV—V—I progression or a ii—V—I at the end of a
piece. Wouldn’t it be nice now and then to hear an unexpected harmony before the
final chord?
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By substituting minor triads or minor 7th chords for the usual major triads, I was able to find a place
in this arrangement for all five secondary dominant chords shown on the previous page: E7, F 7,
G7, A7, and B7. A secondary dominant can resolve to a minor triad (measure 12), a minor 7th chord
(measure 2), a major 7th chord (measure 3), and even another dominant 7th chord (measure 14).

a mazing gracE
Here’s how that same chord progression might accompany the last phrase of Amazing Grace.

woNdrous love
Here’s an arrangement that features minor 9th chords played as arpeggios. You can create a longer
introduction, or an ending, by repeating the first two measures many times and improvising melodies
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G13) create a dissonance when played right next to each other. Playing the root and seventh with
hirTeenTh and elevenTh Chords
the leftThand
and the thirteenth with the right hand is a good way to keep them apart. Here are
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Chord Play™5
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Instead of playing just a single chord before the final I chord, why not play two chords? Or three?

This is the ending of Amazing Grace in the key of F. Consider transposing this example to other keys
to learn other diminished 7th chords and gain a sense of how they move. Just ten more keys to go!

Here’s how the Birthday Song might now be played in this style.

13th BirthdaY
Here’s how the Birthday Song might now be played in this style.

5

Here’s another way to think about making minor 9th chords. Play a minor triad in Basic
Accompaniment Position, but instead of playing the root with your right hand, play the key on
either side that is a whole step away. In other words, “split” the root. By doing this, you are now
playing the seventh of the chord (a whole step below the root) and the ninth of the chord (a whole
step above the root) instead of the root.

In Exploration 19, minor 11th chords are voiced using fourths
rather than thirds.
ThirTeenTh and elevenTh Chords
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Chromatic Bass lines
As we have seen and heard, the half-diminished 7th chord often appears as a ii7 chord
in a minor key. But it also frequently plays an important role in chord progressions that
descend chromatically in the bass. In this Exploration, we explore a number of these
striking progressions.

This chord usually sounds best when the right hand is played around middle C in root position (like
Gm, above) or first inversion (like Dm).

scarBorough Fair
Here’s an arrangement made mostly with the two chords shown above.

sheNaNdoah
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xHere’s how this tune might be arranged in this style.
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“Splitting the root”
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Two-Hand Voicings of 13th Chords

13th BirthdaY

E

In Exploration 11 we learn how to create chromatic bass lines using
various chords. In this example, half-diminished 7th chords are
used to make an arrangement of Scarborough Fair.
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Dominant 13th chords can be difficult to voice because the 13th and 7th (E and F in
G13) create a dissonance when played right next to each other. Playing the root and seventh with
the left hand and the thirteenth with the right hand is a good way to keep them apart. Here are
several ways to voice a G13 chord. Some of these voicings include 9ths, others don’t. With 13th
chords, that’s always your choice.
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including 6th chords, 9th chords, 11th chords, and 13th chords. On
this page, a quick way to create minor 9th chords is explained.
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chords by playing
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Dominant 13th
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difficultboth
to voice hands.
because the 13th and 7th (E and F in
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This book then explores diminished triads, two kinds of diminished
7th chords, and augmented triads. Here, diminished 7th chords
play a role similar to the role played by secondary dominants
above.

You could also add unexpected chords as you lead up to the final chord. The first example is rather
What other
chords
might
beexample
played instead
of Asurprises.
maj7 in the example above? Here are some of my
common,
whereas
the
second
adds some
favorites. The melody note C is the fifth of the first two chords, the seventh of the next two, and the
ninth of the final three. These 9th chords are explored at the beginning of Chord Play™ 5.
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When we play a diminished triad instead of the A7 in the first example below, we hardly notice a
difference. However, when we play a diminished 7th chord, as in the second example, we now have
two notes that are not in the key (A and C ). These notes slide chromatically up to B and D in the
next measure. We can see and hear that the diminished 7th chord allows us to create more chromatic
movement than either the secondary dominant or the diminished triad.

Arpeggios

In Exploration 5, we discover various ways to create arpeggios with
three kinds of 9th chords.

The final pages of the book explore various techniques such as ways
to create surprise endings.
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What other chords might be played instead of A maj7 in the example above? Here are some of my
favorites. The melody note C is the fifth of the first two chords, the seventh of the next two, and the
ninth of the final three. These 9th chords are explored at the beginning of Chord Play™ 5.
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bass and chord tones played in the middle register. With arpeggios, however, we fill in
the space between the bass note and those upper chord notes. In Chord Play TM 2, we
explored various bass “foundations” that do this. To review:
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Voicing with Fourths
We usually think of chords in terms of thirds. With 11th and 13th chords, we have
so many chord tones that we are able to voice these chords in fourths. These two
examples show two ways of adding an 11th to a m7 chord (in this case, G to a Dm7)
to create voicings made with fourths.

sheNaNdoah
Here’s how this tune might be arranged in this style.

About the Chord Play™ Series

There are now five books in the series. Each book
has 64 pages and is filled with approximately 20
Explorations. By creating at the piano, you can
learn to play all the chords in common use today
in a variety of styles. Each new chord becomes a
friend to create with rather than merely a theoretical
abstraction to remember.
You explore in three main ways: by playing sample
arrangements, by reading lead sheets and filling in
the missing chords in the style, and also by playing
and transposing by ear. This three-way approach
cultivates knowledge and skill in an intuitive, “hands
on” way. For this to be an art, intuition must be a key
player!
Chord Play™ works best when used in conjunction
with “fake books” containing your favorite songs,
hymns, and classical themes. Apply the ideas from
this series to make arrangements of your favorite
music.
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prettY little horses (à la Miles Davis)

This arrangement features 11th chords voiced in fourths. It sounds a lot like So What, the famous
piece by Miles Davis. The chords below are called minor 11th chords when they have a (minor) third.
Those that have no third are called dominant 11th chords.
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The author would like to thank Thomas Green for his
many helpful suggestions on this series.

Scarborough fiESta #1
In measure 3 of this arrangement of Scarborough Fair, you can hear the half-diminished 7th chord
connecting Cmaj7/G and Fmaj7. Complete this arrangement, playing the chords in a similar style.
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Here is an ending for Danny Boy. The final melody note (C) is harmonized with A maj7 before
moving to the inevitable C chord.

u
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Create artistic arrangements of your favorite songs and themes
Read “fake books” and know how to style all the chords
Improvise new melodies over your arrangements
Create accompaniments for singers or for your own voice
Know folk melodies, hymns, and classical themes that comprise
part of our musical heritage
Develop a repertoire to play at various events
Be able to play by ear and have a good aural memory
Memorize any piece more securely and reduce
performance anxiety
Learn music theory in a practical and musical way
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You Can!

You and your students can learn to do all these things with
the new Chord Play™ series by Forrest Kinney, author of the
acclaimed Pattern Play® books on improvisation. Chord Play™
offers an exploratory and intuitive approach to the art of
making spontaneous arrangements at the piano. This series is
designed to complement both traditional piano lessons and
the Pattern Play® series.
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bass and chord tones played in the middle register. With arpeggios, however, we fill in
the space between the bass note and those upper chord notes. In Chord Play TM 2, we
explored various bass “foundations” that do this. To review:

piece. Wouldn’t it be nice now and then to hear an unexpected harmony before the
final chord?

Secondary dominantS

Chord
Play™ 4 explores a variety of chromatic connecting chords.
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Combining
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These
are
chords that step outside the key for a moment to add drama
ATI of playing the expected G triad in measure 2 below, we can substitute Em or Em7. (See Chord
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x and
Play™
1, page 44,
of substitute chords.) Once we do that, we can insert B7 before Em
interest
to for
ana discussion
arrangement.
Stepping
Up and Down
as a secondary dominant chord. By combining substitute chords and secondary dominants, we can
create rich andThe
captivating
harmonic
progressions.
diminished
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usually works as a “chromatic connecting chord,” just like

The book begins
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it creates more harmonic tension and chromatic movement. Being more
7th chords notes,
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To hear the difference this chord makes, first play this ending of At the River in the key of G. Here,
the C chord (IV) in measure 1 is followed by an inverted secondary dominant to create a strong,
chromatic bass line.
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When the bass tones are played in a higher register, a 1 –5 – 7 foundation also sounds resonant, as
shown in the first measure below. When playing inversions of 9th chords, I suggest starting with the
three notes of the triad played in Chopin voicing, as shown in the second and third measures below.
The same three foundations work for 9th chords.

63

Surprise Endings
The ideas presented in Exploration 17 suggest all sorts of possibilities for endings.
For example, we often hear a IV—V—I progression or a ii—V—I at the end of a
piece. Wouldn’t it be nice now and then to hear an unexpected harmony before the
final chord?
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By substituting minor triads or minor 7th chords for the usual major triads, I was able to find a place
in this arrangement for all five secondary dominant chords shown on the previous page: E7, F 7,
G7, A7, and B7. A secondary dominant can resolve to a minor triad (measure 12), a minor 7th chord
(measure 2), a major 7th chord (measure 3), and even another dominant 7th chord (measure 14).

a mazing gracE
Here’s how that same chord progression might accompany the last phrase of Amazing Grace.

woNdrous love
Here’s an arrangement that features minor 9th chords played as arpeggios. You can create a longer
introduction, or an ending, by repeating the first two measures many times and improvising melodies
ThirTeenTh
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key of D and
Dorian
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keys).
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Instead of playing just a single chord before the final I chord, why not play two chords? Or three?

This is the ending of Amazing Grace in the key of F. Consider transposing this example to other keys
to learn other diminished 7th chords and gain a sense of how they move. Just ten more keys to go!

Here’s how the Birthday Song might now be played in this style.

13th BirthdaY
Here’s how the Birthday Song might now be played in this style.

5

Here’s another way to think about making minor 9th chords. Play a minor triad in Basic
Accompaniment Position, but instead of playing the root with your right hand, play the key on
either side that is a whole step away. In other words, “split” the root. By doing this, you are now
playing the seventh of the chord (a whole step below the root) and the ninth of the chord (a whole
step above the root) instead of the root.

In Exploration 19, minor 11th chords are voiced using fourths
rather than thirds.
ThirTeenTh and elevenTh Chords
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Chromatic Bass lines
As we have seen and heard, the half-diminished 7th chord often appears as a ii7 chord
in a minor key. But it also frequently plays an important role in chord progressions that
descend chromatically in the bass. In this Exploration, we explore a number of these
striking progressions.

This chord usually sounds best when the right hand is played around middle C in root position (like
Gm, above) or first inversion (like Dm).

scarBorough Fair
Here’s an arrangement made mostly with the two chords shown above.
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The left Hand plays the root and Seventh

“Splitting the root”

new chordS
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Two-Hand Voicings of 13th Chords

13th BirthdaY

E

In Exploration 11 we learn how to create chromatic bass lines using
various chords. In this example, half-diminished 7th chords are
used to make an arrangement of Scarborough Fair.
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Dominant 13th chords can be difficult to voice because the 13th and 7th (E and F in
G13) create a dissonance when played right next to each other. Playing the root and seventh with
the left hand and the thirteenth with the right hand is a good way to keep them apart. Here are
several ways to voice a G13 chord. Some of these voicings include 9ths, others don’t. With 13th
chords, that’s always your choice.
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this page, a quick way to create minor 9th chords is explained.
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This book then explores diminished triads, two kinds of diminished
7th chords, and augmented triads. Here, diminished 7th chords
play a role similar to the role played by secondary dominants
above.
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whereas
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favorites. The melody note C is the fifth of the first two chords, the seventh of the next two, and the
ninth of the final three. These 9th chords are explored at the beginning of Chord Play™ 5.
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When we play a diminished triad instead of the A7 in the first example below, we hardly notice a
difference. However, when we play a diminished 7th chord, as in the second example, we now have
two notes that are not in the key (A and C ). These notes slide chromatically up to B and D in the
next measure. We can see and hear that the diminished 7th chord allows us to create more chromatic
movement than either the secondary dominant or the diminished triad.

Arpeggios

In Exploration 5, we discover various ways to create arpeggios with
three kinds of 9th chords.

The final pages of the book explore various techniques such as ways
to create surprise endings.
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What other chords might be played instead of A maj7 in the example above? Here are some of my
favorites. The melody note C is the fifth of the first two chords, the seventh of the next two, and the
ninth of the final three. These 9th chords are explored at the beginning of Chord Play™ 5.
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bass and chord tones played in the middle register. With arpeggios, however, we fill in
the space between the bass note and those upper chord notes. In Chord Play TM 2, we
explored various bass “foundations” that do this. To review:
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Voicing with Fourths
We usually think of chords in terms of thirds. With 11th and 13th chords, we have
so many chord tones that we are able to voice these chords in fourths. These two
examples show two ways of adding an 11th to a m7 chord (in this case, G to a Dm7)
to create voicings made with fourths.

sheNaNdoah
Here’s how this tune might be arranged in this style.
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has 64 pages and is filled with approximately 20
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learn to play all the chords in common use today
in a variety of styles. Each new chord becomes a
friend to create with rather than merely a theoretical
abstraction to remember.
You explore in three main ways: by playing sample
arrangements, by reading lead sheets and filling in
the missing chords in the style, and also by playing
and transposing by ear. This three-way approach
cultivates knowledge and skill in an intuitive, “hands
on” way. For this to be an art, intuition must be a key
player!
Chord Play™ works best when used in conjunction
with “fake books” containing your favorite songs,
hymns, and classical themes. Apply the ideas from
this series to make arrangements of your favorite
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prettY little horses (à la Miles Davis)

This arrangement features 11th chords voiced in fourths. It sounds a lot like So What, the famous
piece by Miles Davis. The chords below are called minor 11th chords when they have a (minor) third.
Those that have no third are called dominant 11th chords.
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Scarborough fiESta #1
In measure 3 of this arrangement of Scarborough Fair, you can hear the half-diminished 7th chord
connecting Cmaj7/G and Fmaj7. Complete this arrangement, playing the chords in a similar style.
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Here is an ending for Danny Boy. The final melody note (C) is harmonized with A maj7 before
moving to the inevitable C chord.
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Create artistic arrangements of your favorite songs and themes
Read “fake books” and know how to style all the chords
Improvise new melodies over your arrangements
Create accompaniments for singers or for your own voice
Know folk melodies, hymns, and classical themes that comprise
part of our musical heritage
Develop a repertoire to play at various events
Be able to play by ear and have a good aural memory
Memorize any piece more securely and reduce
performance anxiety
Learn music theory in a practical and musical way
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You and your students can learn to do all these things with
the new Chord Play™ series by Forrest Kinney, author of the
acclaimed Pattern Play® books on improvisation. Chord Play™
offers an exploratory and intuitive approach to the art of
making spontaneous arrangements at the piano. This series is
designed to complement both traditional piano lessons and
the Pattern Play® series.
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